Overhead Mount Electric Operator Handing for Models #405 #1265 #1275

**LEFT HAND OPERATOR**
- LH
- Door slides left to open

**RIGHT HAND OPERATOR**
- RH
- Door slides right to open

**LEFT HAND OPERATOR INVERTED**
- LHI
- Door slides left to open

**RIGHT HAND OPERATOR INVERTED**
- RHI
- Door slides right to open

**LEFT HAND REVERSE OPERATOR**
- LHR
- Door slides right to open

**RIGHT HAND REVERSE OPERATOR**
- RHR
- Door slides right to open

**LEFT HAND REVERSE OPERATOR INVERTED**
- LHRI
- Door slides left to open

**RIGHT HAND REVERSE OPERATOR INVERTED**
- RHRI
- Door slides right to open
Overhead Mount Electric Operator Handing for Models #405 #1265 #1275

LEFT HAND MIRROR OPERATOR (LHM)
Door Slides Left to Open

RIGHT HAND MIRROR OPERATOR (RHM)
Door Slides Right to Open

LEFT HAND MIRROR OPERATOR INVERTED (LHMI)
Door Slides Left to Open

RIGHT HAND MIRROR OPERATOR INVERTED (RHMI)
Door Slides Right to Open

LEFT HAND MIRROR REVERSE OPERATOR (LHMR)
Door Slides Left to Open

RIGHT HAND MIRROR REVERSE OPERATOR (RHMR)
Door Slides Right to Open

LEFT HAND MIRROR REVERSE OPERATOR INVERTED (LHMRI)
Door Slides Left to Open

RIGHT HAND MIRROR REVERSE OPERATOR INVERTED (RHMRI)
Door Slides Right to Open